Directions for students:

1. Read the sentences below. Each sentence contains one mistake in grammar or vocabulary.
2. Work alone or with a partner to correct each mistake.
3. Find a new partner. Your teacher will give you each three strips of paper. Each strip has one of the sentences below. Don’t look at your sentences!
4. Improvise* a scene together. Imagine you are both on a train.
5. During your conversation, take out a strip and read the sentence—but not with the error. Correct the sentence before you read it. Keep going until you have used all the strips.

* Improvise means to make a dialogue without any preparation. Just do it!

Sample sentences:

1. She don’t like to eat pizza.
2. What you doing?
3. I have been to China last year.
4. There is a man wants to see you.
5. You should be stop that.
6. I said you to trust me.
7. I’m very interesting in stamp collecting.
8. You not going to frighten me!
9. Can you borrow me some money?
10. This book has a lot of informations.